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Linac Ring Option
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LHeC a physics opportunity with a Threefold physical goal:

New Physics - QCD and EW Physics – High Parton Density
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Several Options under consideration:

• p-Ring-e-Ring: 
“conservative”, limited in c.m. energy, luminosity 

limited by RF power, beam-beam limited
• p-Ring-e-Linac:
No energy limit (in principle), luminosity severely 

limited by RF power, beam-beam limit 
• ERL Option:
very exotic, energy limited, RF power limitation 

and beam-beam limit reduced
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Recircularing Linac Scheme proposed by Hans Braun
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Ring – Ring Option
Design Study J.Dainton, M.Klein, P.Newman, E.Perez, F.Willeke

A high luminosity approach based on matured 
accelerator technology and on experience in 
operating HERA.

Design Goal: L = 1033cm-2sec-1

with 1.4 GeV centre of mass energy 
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Design Asumptions *)

based on LHC Proton beam parameters

Energy Ep = 7 TeV
Particles per Bunch Np = 1.68 1011

Emittance εNp = 3.75 radμm 
Bunch spacing τb = 25 ns
Bunch Length                σp = 7.55 cm

Ee = 70 GeV

Circumference = 26658.883 m

*) There are more optimistic 
parameters under discussion 
for the LHC Upgrade

*) There are more optimistic 
parameters under discussion 
for the LHC Upgrade
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Luminosity
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Matched beam cross sections at IP    σxp = σxe,   σyp = σye

Lepton Beam-beam tune shift limit to be avoided

With the proton beam brightness given by LHC,  Npγp / εNp=3.2·1020m-1
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Lepton Beam Current
Assumptions: Limited by RF Power only
depends on Bending radius
ρ =  80% · (CLHC-8·Lstraigth) / 2π = 2886 m
eUloss= CgEe

4 / (eρ)                  = 734 MeV

If 50 MW beam power considered as a limit  5000 h/y x 50MW x 5 = 1250 GWh/y

Ie = 68mA (  with Δt=25ns Ne=1.3 1010)
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e-Ring Lattice Parameters
bend radius & circumference fixed by  LHC effective FODO structure 
chosen (no alternative) the only choice to be made id the FODO cell 
length or the number of cell length of the arc 

This determines the lepton beam emittance and the dynamic aperture

Constraints under the assumption of matched beam sizes at the IP:

Small emittance large β* strong beam-beam effect no stability
large emittance small β* strong hourglass effect effect less lumi
Long cells  large emittance reduced dynamic aperture no stability
Short cell small emittance, high cost
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Choosing Lepton Ring Lattice Parameters
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Main Parameters of LeHC
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e Lattice
8 Octants with 500m Straight section each
376 FODO cells, Cell length  60.3 m
Dipole length 2 x 12.52 m  B= 810 Gauss
Quadrupole length 1.5 m (G = 8 T/m)

bend bend bend bend

54m

12.52m

εxe =  8 nmΔφfodo = 72 degree
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Tunnel Cross Section
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Which IR?
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Bypass around Atlas and CMS

No additional radiation

Little, easy to correct influence on Circ.

But

Existing Bypass Tunnels probably not 
available

H. Burckhard
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Additional Tunnels needed

From H. Burckhard, DIS 08
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IR Layout
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IR Parameters
 σxp = σxe,   σyp = σye

 εxp =  0.5 nm εxe = 7.6 nm

Need to match “flat” e beam with “round” p beam

βxp/βyp ≈ 4  

βxp = 1.8 m
βyp = 0.5 m
βxe = 12.7 cm
βye = 7.1 cm

IR optics with low-beta tripletts for both  e and p beams
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IR Layout

IR free space: 1.25m x 2

Acceptance angle 10 degree

Crossing angle 2mr

IR free space: 1.25m x 2

Acceptance angle 10 degree

Crossing angle 2mr
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Beam Separation
e-low-beta 

triplets

Vertically 
focussing
Quadrupole
magnet for pOther

P beam

Crossing angle 2mr

Magnetic separation 2mr

60 mm separation @20m
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Crab Crossing

p e

θc=(0.5-3)mr 

“Crabbed 
Trajectories

IP Transverse RF resonators 
Crab Cavities

θc/2

Δφ β=90 degree

Crossing angle will enhance effective beam size   σ2 = εβ+θ2σs
2

p e

IP
Crab

cavity
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Synchrotron Radiation
ρir = 10000 m
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SR Power Density on Absorber
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Beam-Beam Effect
Central crossing beam-beam parameters well within the HERA  range
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Parasitic Crossings
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Luminosity vs Bunch Spacing

L independent of bunch spacing 
as long as Ie total can be maintained

At very large bunch spacings limitations by 
- Proton beam-beam effect
- Single bunch instabilities of e-beam
(up to 75ns bunch spacing far from
becoming a problem)
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Quadrupole Magnets



35From H. Burckhard, DIS08
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LHeC Activities
The first ECFA-CERN workshop on the LHeC is announced,:    http://www.lhec.org.uk

The workshop takes place at Divonne, not far from CERN,
Monday-Wednesday 1.-3.9.2008. 

The working group convenors are nominated and can be found on the web page. 

The LHeC work will focus on the work of these groups in the preparation for the 
workshop and beyond.

Meeting on exchange of information on the LHeC project status and on the NuPECC long 
range planning. NuPECC expressed an interest in the LHeC. NuPECC has formed a 
study group on the future of lepton-hadron colliders, which will investigate the 
potential of the EIC (eRHIC/ELIC) and the LHeC as part of NuPECC's long range 
planning.

At the DIS08 meeting new physics studies and updates on the two machine options were 
presented    by Helmut Burkardt (Ring-Ring) and by Hans Braun(Linac-Ring). 

http://www.lhec.org.uk/
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Conclusions
• Comparison of different options ring-ring, ring linac and ERL  show 

specific advantages of each of the options. The final physics case, and 
the cost/luminosity and energy trade off will decide which option is the 
most favorable one.

• A first look at a ring-ring based lepton proton collider in the LHC tunnel 
with a luminosity of 1033cm-2s-1 appears to be technical possible

• Simultaneous operation of pp and ep should be possible (however with 
reduced pp luminosity)

• More work is needed to determine the most optimum parameters, the 
optimum technical choices and the cost of such a facility, a workshop 
had been held, several working groups (CERN, CI, DESY) have started 
to work out scenarios in more detail

• Further activities on the layout of the accelerator should b coordinated 
with and integrated into the discussions on LHC upgrades
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